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Exploration of the complex modulatory role of water in ligand–

target binding is a current challenge of drug design. This review

reports on recent advances of prediction of water structure and

function in the context of ligand engineering. The surveyed

theoretical approaches showed remarkable progress in the

past years. Beyond complementing experiments, they also

supplied unmeasurable data. For example, thermodynamic

calculations improved ligand binding by the selection of certain

water molecules for structural replacement. Molecular

dynamics and explicit solvent models remained indispensable

to achieve precise results. Topographical analyses of hydration

networks proved useful for the prediction of the stabilizing role

of interconnected water clusters mediating target–ligand

interactions.
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Introduction
Water plays various roles on both macroscopic [1] and

microscopic [2–4] stages of life. The present review

focuses on the microscopic roles of water during the

binding of a ligand to a target molecule. The precise

understanding and prediction of ligand binding are

essential in drug design projects. Ligands possess vari-

ous sizes ranging between small organic compounds

[5,6], and large proteins [7,8]. Water molecules mediate

the binding of ligands of any sizes, and can be sorted

roughly into four functional categories [2,4,9,10]

(Figure 1).

Experimental determination of water positions requires

atomic resolution techniques. A number of permanent

limitations of experimental structure determination [11]

impose a challenge on the elucidation of water function

in biological complexes. Drug designers answer this
www.sciencedirect.com 
‘hydration challenge’ with the help of computational

approaches surveyed in our present review. We focus

mainly on the results of the past two years concerning

structure, binding affinity, and networking roles of water

in ligand binding.

Water structure
Biomolecular crystallography is the primary experimental

source [12,13] of atomic resolution structures of target–

ligand complexes. There is a continuous development of

X-ray [14] and joint neutron [15] crystallographic meth-

ods. Promising combined methods were also introduced

[16] with quantum chemical refinements of experimental

structures. However, the determination of water positions

remains an Achilles’ heel [11,17] of crystallography. It is

also difficult to assess the quality of assigned water

positions. An analysis [18] of 2.3 million experimental

water positions concluded that high resolution of a system

does not guarantee proper assignation of the hydration

structure.

The experimental limitations have motivated the devel-

opment and application of dynamic and static computa-

tional methods for the prediction of water molecules

affecting (Figure 1) ligand binding. Dynamic methods

supply water positions by clustering snapshots of short

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of explicit water

molecules hydrating the solute (target, ligand, or their

complex). Static methods use knowledge-based grid

maps or geometric rules to build up the hydration struc-

ture around a given solute.

Interfacial water molecules can be captured at high

precision as they are strongly bound in a relatively tight

and buried crevice between the target and the ligand

(Figure 1). In a recent report [19], a commercial, dynamic

method WaterMap [20] found 90 % of the 41 crystallo-

graphic water positions in the interfaces of bromodomain

targets and aromatic ligands at a 1.5 Å match level. An

open-source software MobyWat [17] showed the same

performance on 344 interfacial water molecules in various

complexes of peptide and protein ligands [11]. A geome-

try-based method WarPP [21��] applies an iterative shift-

ing-clustering algorithm. WarPP was validated on almost

20 000 experimental water positions of protein–ligand

interfaces of 1500 complexes, and showed a success rate

of the above dynamic methods. Other research groups

also developed new static approaches, like HydraMap

[22] and Splash’Em [23].

The determination of surface waters (Figure 1) is slightly

more demanding. An analysis using the EDIA (Electron
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Figure 1
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Functional categories of water in ligand binding.
Density for Individual Atoms) index showed [18] that

90% of insufficiently resolved crystallographic water

molecules are positioned on the surface. However, there

are conserved surface water molecules of low B-factors

which can be captured relatively easily. They remain

bound to the target surface during ligand binding

[17,24], and make up 77% of bridging waters between

the target and the ligand according to an MD study [25].

Other, mobile surface waters of uncertain positions

(higher B-factors) cause a plausible drop in overall success

rates of prediction methods from 90% (see the previous

paragraph) to ca. 80% [17] calculated for all surface waters.

Buried water molecules (Figure 1) occupy hidden binding

pockets with a challenging geometry to predict. A com-

bination of the static 3D-RISM [26] and dynamic WAT-

site [27] methods produced [28�] successful predictions.

JAL, an explicit solvent MD-based method also managed

to compute buried water positions in tumour suppressor

protein p53 and a translation initiation factor [29]. The

application of MD can be recommended for the difficult

cases of buried waters. Dynamic methods have general

applicability in all three categories (interface, surface, and

buried) discussed above as they take care of both solute–

water and water–water interactions and allow cooperative

water exchange [10] with the bulk (Figure 1) [11,29], as
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well. They provide accurate [30�] and reproducible [31]

results, and the necessary MD snapshots can be produced

in short simulations by high performance, parallelized

open-source software [32].

The generation of water structure during the computa-

tional docking of a ligand to a target would be an attractive

technique for virtual (high throughput) screening [33,34]

projects. While there are several promising advances

[35,36] of this direct methodology, its full automation

remains a challenge. Another (indirect) approach, the

comparison of end-points of ligand binding seems fairly

manageable by available tools. The above-mentioned

methods supply surface and interfacial water positions

for the hydration structures of the initial (apo, ligand-free)

and the final (holo, ligand-bound) stages, respectively.

Pairwise comparisons of holo and apo structures or holo

structures with similar ligands [37��] (Figure 2) help the

identification of conserved and displaced waters, and

optimization of ligand–target interactions (see also next

Section).

Contribution of water molecules to binding
affinity
The ligand–target binding affinity is expressed as the free

energy change of the binding reaction (DGb). The DGb can
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2

(a) (b) (c)
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Conserved and displaced water molecules during binding of spiro-adamantyl amine in the influenza M2 transmembrane (TM) proton channel.

The structure of the proton channel (a) was constructed as a homotetramer of the TM helices (grey cartoon, only a dimer is shown for clarity, PDB

code 3lbw) containing residues 22–46. Water molecules and side-chains inside the channel are shown as red spheres, and sticks, respectively.

The black asterisk marks the center of the binding pocket of amantadine, a drug in clinical use. Spiro-adamantyl amine preserved (b) the main

pharmacophores including the amine group and the bulky hydrophobic ring system. Having a larger size than amantadine (b), it displaces some of

the water molecules (light red in (c)) observed in the amantadine-bound pocket (PDB code 3lbw; at the top in (c)) [37��]. Other water molecules

above the H37 side-chains remain conserved in the spiro-adamantyl amine-bound pocket (PDB code 6bmz; at the bottom in (c)) and involved in

H-bonding interaction (yellow dashes in (c)) with the amine group of the inhibitor pointing toward the viral interior. To feature the steric conflict with

the positions of displaced water molecules, the structure of spiro-adamantyl amine was created in the amantadine-bound pocket (at the top in (c))

by superimposition of PDB structure 6bmz on 3lbw. Programs PyMol [71] and Marvin Sketch [72] were used for drawing of spatial and Lewis

structures, respectively.
be engineered via ligand modifications affecting the hydra-

tionstructure [17,24,30�,34,37��,38–42,43�,44�,45,46,47�,48].
For example, the target–ligand complex can be stabilized by

inserting H-bonding functional groups that interact with or

replace (Figure 3a) interfacial water molecules resulting in a

favourable contribution to binding enthalpy (DHb) [43�].
New functional groups may increase the ligand’s ability to

expel surface waters into the bulk (Figure 3b) increasing

binding entropy (DSb) [46] and affinity.

The determination of thermodynamic stability and the

prediction of the contributions of individual water

positions to binding affinity (Figure 3) is a key to ligand

design. However, experimental methods like isother-

mal titration calorimetry (ITC) cannot partition DGb

values into individual contributions per water molecule

[18,39,49]. Theoretical methods with explicit solvent

models help to overcome this limitation. For example,

the inhomogeneous fluid solvation theory (IFST) [50]

has gained application for thermodynamic characteri-

zation of individual hydration sites. IFST with explicit
www.sciencedirect.com 
solvent MD calculations was used [47�] to investigate

various modifications of ligand structures that led to the

displacement (see e.g. Figure 2) of binding site water

molecules. The IFST calculations were useful [47�] in

guiding water replacements in lead optimization but

did not improve the prediction of the corresponding

differences in DGb. Such differences of DGb were

successfully correlated with solvent displacement on

sets of similar ligands in another study [51] presenting

new functionals for grid inhomogeneous solvation the-

ory (GIST) [52].

Nevertheless, there is some controversy in the literature

on the usefulness of the above solvation theories for the

prediction of DGb. Initial evaluations of IFST (in Water-

Map [20]), and GIST [51] performed better for prediction

of DGb than other calculators based on implicit solvent

models [53]. Indeed, GBSA (PBSA) methods or their

combination with explicit water molecules showed lim-

ited [30�] or occasional [35] success for DGb calculations,

due to their theoretical limitations [54,55]. However,
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2021, 67:1–8
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Figure 3

(a)

(b)
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Water structure helps enthalpic and entropic optimization of ligands.

The binding free energy (DGb) of ligand molecules can be optimized by modification of the enthalpic (DHb) or entropic (DSb) contributions

according to DGb = DHb-TDSb (where T is the thermodynamic temperature). Targets and ligands are shown in surface and stick representations,

respectively. (a) Ligand (6,7-difluoro-quinazolin-4-yl)-(1-methyl-2,2-diphenyl-ethyl)-amine shows a good, subnanomolar binding to scytalone-

dehydratase stabilized by a bridging water molecule. The isosteric displacement of the bridging water molecule with a nitrile group (red in the

Lewis structure) further lowered the Ki and contributed to the enthalpic optimization of ligand binding. The direct hydrogen bonding between the

nitrile group of the ligand and the tyrosine residues of the target provides a stronger target–ligand contact (more negative DHb) than the indirect

hydrogen bond system with bridging water molecule [43�]. (b) The growing of ligand UBTLN46 by addition of a larger phenyl group (red in the

Lewis structure), resulted in the displacement of water molecules from the binding pocket of thermolysin. The leaving water molecules increased

DSb [46] which resulted in a more favourable negative contribution to DGb.
other reports [19,30�] comparing grid-based SZMAP [56],

WaterFLAP [57], 3D-RISM [26], and WaterMap did not

show significant improvement of DGb calculations with

IFST. Assessment of the general applicability of solvation

theories in DGb calculations will require additional vali-

dations on large and diverse test sets. At present, the

above methods seem more useful [30�] for selecting key

waters for planned ligand modifications (Figure 3).
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2021, 67:1–8 
An increasing number of studies suggest that the use of

appropriately positioned explicit water molecules is

required in binding thermodynamics calculations. For

example, relative DGb calculations on small organic

ligands showed that the free energy perturbation method

[48] is very sensitive to the choice of initial hydration

structure possibly due to water molecules trapped in and/

or insufficiently filling buried cavities. Another study [58]
www.sciencedirect.com
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also involved large peptide ligands and applied a combi-

nation of predicted, explicit interfacial water molecules

with the COnductor-like Screening MOdel (COSMO)

[59] in end-point calculations. The combined water

model resulted in good correlations with experimental

DHb values at a PM7 semi-empirical quantum mechanics

level.

The mobility of water networks
In addition to their individual contributions (see previous

Sections), water molecules often participate in molecular

networks at various locations (Figure 1). Exploration of

networking of waters may open a new pathway of ligand

design likewise to discoveries in other complex (data)

systems [60]. In the cases of small ligands [61�], network

changes may be discovered by manual comparisons of the

end-points (Figure 2). In the case of large water networks

of for example, protein–protein or protein–DNA [62]

(Figure 4) complexes, the comparisons should be autom-

atized using graph representations [11,63�].

However, there are relatively few methods offering graph

theoretical approaches of hydration networks. Brysbaert

et al. analyzed [63�] the changes of residue interaction

networks (RIN) of interfaces of protein complexes using
Figure 4

(a)(a)

The complexity of the interfacial hydration network of the DNA polymerase 

A small molecule inhibitor dCMPP(CH2)P and crystallographic (PDB code 6

The large polymerase-DNA interface holds numerous water molecules med

interfacial hydration network (b) shows a high complexity due to several wa

allows quick visualization, automated analysis and comparisons of complex

panel (b) was generated from the PDB structure using the NetDraw function

by Gephi [73].
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RINspector [64]). Adding water molecules to the RIN

graphs helped the identification of interface residues

involved in the water-mediated binding of the protein

partners. The mobility of water nodes was used to distin-

guish between static and dynamic hydration networks in

another graph-based study [11]. Static networks of low

mobility contain numerous solute–water and water–water

H-bonds stabilizing the target–ligand complex [41,65,66].

Dynamic networks contribute to complex destabilization

[11,61�] and binding diverse ligands [67] via cooperative

water exchange mechanisms [10] with the bulk.

Ligand binding can be fine-tuned by surrounding water

networks. The stabilizing role of static networks was

demonstrated by the analysis of the changes in hydration

graphs [11] of a histone-chaperone complex [68] following

amino acid mutations in the interface region. A similar

networking situation was explored [44�] in the case of

mutated protein–glycan complexes. The study showed

the dominating contribution of a static hydration network

of a few, core water molecules to binding thermodynamic

signatures. Similarly, only a few stable water positions

were identified in ligand binding pockets of G-protein

coupled receptors (GPCRs) [67]. Although the conserved

GPCR binding pockets are filled mostly by mobile
(b)

DNA
DNA polymerase β
interfacial water
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(b)

DNA
DNA polymerase β
interfacial water
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b (cyan) in complex with DNA (light blue cartoon).

w2m) water positions are shown (a) as sticks red spheres, respectively.

iating between the binding partners. The two-dimensional graph of the

ter-solute and water–water connections. The graph representation

 hydration networks between large macromolecules. The graph in

 of program MobyWat [11] with a 3 Å distance cut-off, and visualized

Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2021, 67:1–8
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waters, the stable waters and conserved water-networks

are involved in the binding of structurally diverse ligands.

Reorganization or replacement of water networks can be

often observed during ligand binding. Water networks of

the binding pocket of human carbonic anhydrase II show

fast ms-time-scale dynamics according to NMR measure-

ments combined with MD simulations [69]. The effect of

an inhibitor ligand on the disruption of such intra-pocket

water–water networking and enzymatic activity was ana-

lyzed [69]. Another study combining crystallography and

MD [37��] showed how amantadyl-amine ligands disrupt

key segments of water networks in the influenza A virus

matrix 2 proton channel. An earlier MD study [70] of the

same system also suggested the replacement of water

clusters for the design of new ligands (see also Figure 2)

with an ammonium group mimicking the effect of oxo-

nium ions in proton transport. The effect of the dynamic

reorganization of water networks on ligand binding affin-

ity was quantified [61�] involving a crystallographic struc-

ture set of Haemophilus influenzae virulence protein SiaP

mutants in complex with sialic acid ligands. Relative DGb

values were calculated [61�] using B-factors of water

molecules involved in the interaction network around

the ligand. Although the approach is probably applicable

only for similar complexes, further tests with experimen-

tal data or extension using calculated B-factors might be

interesting.

Some of the above studies [44�,68] report on mutations of

target amino acids not directly interacting with the ligand.

In these examples, mutations affect ligand binding indi-

rectly, via concerted changes in the interfacial water

network. Exploration of such ‘hidden’ features of a com-

plex (Figure 4b) hydration network is a key to the

prediction of binding affinity of large ligands.

Conclusions
Drug designers often complain of incomplete experimen-

tal hydration structures. They could make good use of

quantifying thermodynamic contributions of individual

water molecules to the overall binding process which

cannot be supplied by experiments. Computational tech-

niques have supplied solutions to these requests and

performed well in the calculation of the water structure

of biomolecules participating in target–ligand binding.

Ligand design has benefited from structure-based ther-

modynamic calculations comparing hydration structures

of the apo and holo stages. Molecular dynamics and

explicit solvent models have become the gold standard

of simulations accounting for water–water interactions

often observed in extended hydration networks of for

example, protein ligands. Like any other approach, the

surveyed theoretical methods and applications have their

technical limitations which can be overcome in the not-

too-distant future. Potential improvements of polarizable

water models (force fields), new quantum mechanical
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2021, 67:1–8 
applications, and topographical analyses of water net-

works will further increase the efficiency of prediction

of the role of water in ligand binding.
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